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Abstract 
This paper is concerned with pairs of m x m matrices ,4. Z for which there exists an 
invertible m × m matrix S such that S ~AS is upper triangular and S ~ZS is lower trian- 
gular. Such pairs are said to admit simultaneous reduction Io complementary triangular 
forms. In particular, if such a similarity S does not exist lot the pair .4. Z, the following 
question is taken into consideration: Does there exist a positive integer . such that the 
pair o1" (m + r) × (m + r) matrices 
A O Z O (o o)(o o) 
admits simultaneous reduction to complementary triangular forms, so that the pair ,4, Z 
obtains the property after extension with zeroes? It is shown that the answer to this 
question is mixed. An example of a pair is given which obtains the property alter exten- 
sion with one zero. This example is put into contrast with a large number of results that 
answers the question egatively, i.e., that describes ituations where the pair of extended 
matrices admits sim:,!ta,eou:; reduction to complementary triangular forms if and only 
if the original pair does. © 1998 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved. 
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1. Introduction 
Each complex square matrix is unitarily similar to an upper (or a lower) tri- 
angular matrix. Taking this result - known as Schur's theorem - as a starting 
point, one may consider a collection of square matrices and study the existence 
of a similarity which puts all matrices in the collection in triangular form. The 
following two types of simultaaeous similarity to triangular forms which in- 
volve a collection of two elements have received considerable attention by several 
authors. References are given in the sequel. 
First, given a pair of m x m matrices A, Z, the question is of whether there 
exists an invertible matrix S, such that both S-~AS and S-JZS are upper trian- 
gular. If such a similarity exists, the pair A,Z is said to admit simultaneous 
reduction to upper o'iangular form. 
The second property for a pair of m x m matrices is the main subject of this 
paper. A pair of m x m matrices A,Z is said to admit s#nuitaneous reduction to 
complementary triangular Jbrms, if there exists an invertible m x m matrix S, 
such that S-~AS is upper triangular and S-~ZS is lower triangular. This notion 
originates from mathematical systems theory. It is strongly related to factoriza- 
tions of ratiopal matrix functions which appear as transfer functions of finite 
dimensional linear dynamical systems (see [2,3,20] and the references given 
there). 
We shall denote the collection of pairs of m x m matrices that admit simul- 
taneous reduction to complementary triangular forms by ~(m). The question 
remains which pairs do and x~hich pairs do not belong to this collection. First 
of all, there exist pairs which do not belong to this collection. Indeed, if A = Z 
is a non-diagonalizable matrix, then (A,Z) ~_ ~¢, (m). On the other hand, one of 
the first results on the subject shows that the collection is far from empty. We 
now state this result. 
Theorem 1.1. Let A and Z be m x m matrices. I f  either A or Z is diagonalizable, 
then the pail" A, Z admits simultaneous reduction to complementao, triangular 
fortlls. 
This theorem first appeared in [2], Theorem 3.4, in terms of complete factori- 
zation of rational matrix functions. The result as stated here can be found in [1], 
Theorem 3.2. An extension of this result is given by Proposition 4.3 below. 
Throughout his paper, more results on complementary triangular forms are 
presented. Many of them have already appeared in the literature, some are new. 
Most new results in this paper, 'lowe-'er, focus on the question of whether a
pair of matrices which does not admit simultaneous reduction to complemen- 
tary triangular forms obtains this property after extension with zeroes. Before 
we give a formal description, we shall present he origin of this question. A 
more detailed iscussion is given in [20], Ch. 5. 
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Let ,4, Z be a pair of finite rank operators acting on an (infinite dimensional) 
Banach space X. It is not difficult to see that there exist subspaces M,N c_ X 
with dim M<c~,  such that X=M~N and Ran ,4+RanZC_M and 
N C_ Ker,4 N Ker Z. Let ,4M and ZM be the restrictions of A and Z, respectivily, 
to the subspace M. The preceding conditions imply that with respect o the de- 
composition X = M • N, the finite rank operators can be written as o)(z  o) 
`4= 0 ON ' Z= 0 ON 
The finite rank operators ,4M and ZM act on the finite-dimensional space M and 
we shall identify them with finite matrices after fixing a vector basis in M. As- 
sume that there exists an invertible matrix SM such that S~A.~tS~t is upper tri- 
angular and SMIZMSM is lower triangular. The operator S = S~t ~ Iv is 
invertible on X and the finite rank operators S-IAS and S-~ZS are the direct 
sum of a triangular matrix and a zero operator• 
The preceding observation could provide a definition of complementary tri- 
angular forms for pairs of finite rank operators on a Banach space. There is, 
however, one problem. Given a pair of finite rank operators A, Z, the subspace 
M is not defined uniquely. For example, its dimension dim M can be taken ar- 
bitrarily large. This ambiguity naturally leads to the following question: If 
,4~,Z~ is a pair of ml x mi matrices, does there exist a non-negative integer 
m2, such that the pair A I ® Ore.., Zt 0 0,,2 admits simultaneous reduction to 
complementary triangular forms? If such a non-negative integer m2 exists, we 
say that the pair of ml x ml matrices A~, Zt admits sin ndtaneovs rethu'tkm to 
complementary triangular forms after extension with (me) zeroes. 
Recall that tiT(m) denotes the collection of all pairs of m × m matrices that 
admit simultaneous reduction to complementary triangular forms. It is left 
to the reader to show that if A~,ZI is a pair of m~ x m~ matrices and 
if m2 and m3 are non-negative integers, with m2 <~m3, then 
(`41G O,,,,,Z! • 0,,, 2) E ~(ml + m2) implies (A! • O,,,,,Zl + 0,,,,) E "t;,(ml + m3). 
For this reason, it is appropriate to consider for a given pair of m~ × m~ matri- 
ces ,41, Z~ the infimum 
v(AI,ZI) = inf{m2 E 7/~ I(At ~O,,,.,Z! G O,,,.) E ~¢,(m~ + m2)}. 
The infimum over the empty set is defined as inf g - +vc. 
It appears that the study of this infimum is difficult. This is due to the fact 
that the notion of simultaneous reduction to complementary triangular forms 
is not completely understood. Only partial results have been obtained in this 
direction, some of which are presented in this paper. References are 
[3-6,9,17,20]. In this paper, these results are used in the following way. Typically. 
we start with a pair of ml × m~ matrices `4~, Z~ of a type for which we have cri- 
teria on simultaneous reducibility to complementary triangular forms. We then 
assume that the pair `41 ® O,,,,,Z~ • O,,,_, admits simultaneous reduction to corn- 
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plementary triangular forms and try to verify - by means of the known criteria 
- whether the pair A~, Z~ has the same property. In almost all cases, the latter 
appears to hold. In these cases, we find that v(A~,Z~) ~ {0,~c}. Example 2.7 
presents a different situation. In this example, a pair of 4 × 4 matrices does 
not admit simultaneous reduction to complementary triangular forms, but 
obtains this property after extension with one zero. In other words, this 
example provides a pair of matrices A~,Z~ which satisfies v(A~,.,..,) = !. 
We return to the notion of simultaneous upper triangular form. We shall de- 
note the collection of pairs of m × m matrices that admit simultaneous reduction 
to upper triangular form by ¢/(m). The study of this notion has a long history: 
Already at the end of the last century, Frobenius [10] noted that a pair of com- 
muting matrices admits simultaneous reduction to upper triangular form. Con- 
ver~ely, it is obvious that if the pair A, Z admits simultaneous reduction to upper 
triangular form, then the commutator AZ - ZA is nilpotent. McCoy's theorem 
[16] stated below provides a necessary and sufficient condition. 
Theorem 1.2. A pair of  m × m matrices A, Z admits shnultaneous reduction to 
upper trianguktr form i]" and only i['fi~r any polynomial p(2,1~) in the non- 
commlllilTg ~,ariables 2 and It, the matrix p (A ,Z) (AZ-  Z4) is nilpolent. 
The proof in [16] is quite involved. Elementary proofs of this theorem are 
tbund in [8,1 !], especially the latter is suggested to the reader. The literature 
concerning simultaneous reduction of pairs of matrices to upper triangular 
form is extensive (see [7,13,14] and the references given there). 
McCoy's theorem shows us that sirnultaneous reduction to upper triangular 
form after extension with zeroes is a trivial matter. Let ..4~ denote the algebra 
generated by a pair ot'm~ ×mt matrices At,Zt, and let m_, be a non-negative in- 
teger. We rernark that t/~ • ..4t ~!~:~ C1,,,2 ~ .~/~, defined by t/~(Xm @ ~1,,,,) = Xw, is an 
algebra homomorphism. Let A = At ~i~ 0,,,, and Z = Z~ ~? 0,,,,_, and assume that 
(A,Z) E ¢/(m~ + m,.). McCoy's theorem then provides that for each polynomial 
p(2,/L) in the non-commuting variables 2 and IL, the matrix p(A,Z) (AZ-  ZA) 
is nilpotent. Since 4~ is a homomorphism, we get that 4~[p(A,Z) 
(AZ-ZA) ]  =p(dm,Z i ) (A iZ j -  Z~Aj) is nilpotent, again for each polynomial 
p(2,1~ ) in the non-commuting variables 2 and l~. This implies (AI,ZI) E ¢/(ml). 
The converse can be proved as follows: If the m~ x m~ matrix S~ yields the upper 
triangular pair S(~A ~Sj. Si-~Z~ S~, then the invertible matrix S~ ~ L,,,. transforms the 
pair A~ ,:~:~ O,,,,,Z~ ~, 0,,,, to an upper triangular pair. We conclude that if m_, is a 
non-negative integer and A~,Z~ is a pair of m~ × n:~ matrices, then (A~,Zj) E 
¢/(ml) if and only it" (A~ ,~, O,,,,.Zt ~? 0,,,) ~ ¢/(m~ + m2). This cancellation 
property can also be derived using the general Jordan-H61der theorem (cf. [18]). 
The next proposition gives a non-trivial connection between simultaneous 
reduction to complementary triangular forms and simultaneous reduction to 
upper triangular form. 
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Proposition 1.3. Let A am/Z  he m x m matrices. Then (A.Z) E ~t;, (m), ~/'ami only 
i f  there exists a positive deft'nile m x m matrix H. .~'uch that (A,HZ*H " l ) C ¢/(m). 
Proof. To prove the only if part, assume that there exists an invertible matrix S, 
such that S- IAS  is upper triangular, and S IZS is lower triangular. Note that 
S*Z*S-* is upper triangular. Define H = SS*. Then S IAS and S -I HZ*HIS  are 
upper triangular. 
The if part is proved as follows: Let H be a positive definite matrix, and S be 
an invertible matrix, such that S-~AS and S-~HZ*HJS  are upper triangular. 
Write S*S=R*R with R an upper triangular invertible matrix. Then 
U = SR-~= S-*R' is a unitary matrix, and S = UR. Note that U'AU and 
U*HZ*H-~U are also upper triangular. Let K = U'HU.  Then K is positive def- 
inite, so there exists an invertible upper triangular matrix T, such that K = IT*. 
Consequently, 7T*U*Z*UT -~T ~ is upper triangular, and therefore, 
T*U*Z*UT* is upper triangular. Taking the adjoint gives that T ~U*ZUT is 
lower triangular. Further T~U*AUT is upper triangular, and the proposition 
is proved. 
The notion of simultaneous reduction to upper triangular form allows for a 
non-trivial characterization (McCoy's theorem): the concept of simultaneous 
rvduction to complementary triangular forms does not (or at least, not yet). 
One might expect hat Proposition 1.3 would translate McCoy's theorem into 
a workable theorem for the complementary case. Unfortunately, the descrip- 
tion of the positive definite matrix in Proposition !.3 seems as complicated 
as the notion of complementary triangular forms itself. In fact, simultaneous 
reduction to upper triangular form on the one hand, and simultaneous reduc- 
l;on to complementary triangular forms on the other hand are quite distinct 
notions. This is nicely illustrated by Example 2.7, which provides a pair of 
4 x 4 matrices A~,Z~ that admits simultaneous reduction to complementary tri- 
angular forms after extension with one zero. As belbre, we could define a ho- 
momorphism which maps a pair A~ ~ O,,,,,Z~ ~ O,,,: to A~,Z~. Example 2.7 
shows that the property of complementary triangular forms need not be pre- 
served by this homomorphism, contrary to the property of simultaneous upper 
triangular form. 
As soon as a pair of m~ × m~ matrices admits simultaneous reduction to 
complementary triangular forms only after extension with a number of zeroes, 
the question remains of how many zeroes are needed. Proposition 2.8 gives a 
rough estimate from above: it states that for such a pair, at most 8m~- m~ 
zeroes are required. 
We finish this introduction with a few notational conventions used in the 
paper. Let 771~ (Z + ) denote the set of all (strictly) positive integers and let C denote 
the complex plane. All vector spaces are assumed to have complex scalars. Fur- 
ther, c_ denotes inclusion where equality may hold, while c denotes strict 
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inclusion. If X is a vector space, then dim X denotes its dimension. If T is an 
m x n matrix, write Ran T = { Tx I x E C"} and Ker T = {x I x E C", Tx = 0}. 
The rank of a matrix is denoted by rank T = dim Ran T. Further, a(T) denotes 
the spectrum (set of eigenvalues) of the matrix T. If X, Y are subspaces in a vec- 
tor space, then X + Y = {x + y I x E X, y E Y}. In particular, if X n Y = (0), 
then X + Y = X ® Y. Let O,, denote the n x n zero matrix and I,, the n x n 
identity matrix. Usually, we identify matrices with their action as a linear 
operator. This leads to the following convention, which is used several times 
in this paper. Let B~ be an m~ x ml matrix and let B2 be an m2 × m2 matrix, 
and define the m x m matrix B = B~ ~ B2, where m = m~ + m2. In general, 
we make the identification that an n x n matrix acts as a linear operator 
on C". Therefore, B acts on C"' and with respect to the decomposition 
C" = C'"' + C ''-~ it assumes the form 
After making the identifications C"' = C"" 6 (0) and C"-" = (0) ® C"'-', we get 
that B~ and B2 denote the restrictions of B to the subspaces C "'~ and C"-', 
respectively. 
2. Nests and first results 
!11 this section, we shall describe complementary triangular tbrms in terms of 
nests of invariant subspaces. This description will be used to derive a number 
of results on simultaneous reduction to complementary triapgular forms after 
extension with zeroes. Recall that each complex m x m mamx A can be reduced 
to upper triangular tbrm by means of a unitary transformation. This fact is 
known as Schur's theorem; see for example Theorem 5.2.2 in [15] or Theorem 
1.9.1 in [12]. 
Let S be an invertible (e.g. unitary) m x m matrix, such that S~AS is an 
upper triangular matrix. Write the matrix S in ,he form 
s - . . . . .  s , . ) ,  (1 )  
i.e., as a row of m linear independent column vectors s~, . . . .  s,,. These vectors 
detine subspaces 
Mt =span{sl . . . . .  st}, k=0, . . . ,m,  (2) 
which tbrm the set . / /=  {Mk t'" J k~,. The set . / /  is a nest, i.e., it is a set that is 
linearly ordered by inclusion. Furthermore, .// is not properly contained in 
any other nest of subspaces. Therefore, ./! is called a maximal  nest ofsubspaces. 
As a matter of fact, all maximal nests of subspaces in C" are of the form 
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. / /=  {(0) = Mo c c - . - c  Mm = ¢" '}  = V" J k  ::0 ' 
where dim Mk = k for k = 0, . . . .  m. Finally, the maximal nest of subspaces as 
defined in Eq. (2) consists of invariant subspaces for A, and is called a maximal 
invariant nest of subspaces for A. Schur's theorem thus says that each rn x m 
matrix A has a maximal invariant nest of subspaces. 
f 1 ,¢ I m Conversely, let ~/ /= ~,,',k ~k=O be a maximal invariant nest of subspaces for 
A. For each k E { l , . . .  ,m},  there exists a unique complex number ~k, such that 
(,4 -- ~k)Mk Q_ Mk- l .  
We define the diagonal vector of A with respect o the maximal invariant nest 
of subspaces o//as 
diag(A;.#) = ~ = (~i . . . . .  u.,,,) T. 
Each set of vectors s~ . . . . .  s,,, that satisfies Eq. (2) defines an invertible m × m 
matrix S as in Eq. (1), such that S-~AS is upper triangular, with 
diag(S-IAS) = ~. 
To reformulate the notion of simultaneous reduction to complementary tri- 
angular forms in terms of maximal invariant nests of subspaces, we introduce 
the following terminology. Two maximal nests # = {M~ ~" and I" = ~N '"' " J k :  o • t k j ' k : :0  
in C" are called matching, if 
Mk • Nm-k : C'". k = O, . . . .  m. (3) 
An m x m matrix P is a projection if P = P-'. We shall not require P to be self- 
adjoint, i.e., P need not be a orthogonal projection. A set of projections 
m .~ = {P~ }k0 is called a maximal nest of pro./ections, if the sets of subspaces 
O I m [ m {Ran ~k~o and {Ker P~ j~ o are matching maximal nests. The following sim- 
ple observation provides alternative descriptions of simultaneous reduction to 
complementary triangular forms. 
Lemma 2.1. Let A and Z be two m x m matrices, then the./bllowbTg statements 
are equivalent. 
1. The pair A, Z adnlits s#nuitaneous reduction to comt, lementarv triangu- 
lar Jorms. 
2. There exist match#1g maximal #n'ariant nests . / /and .  I .[br A atut Z, 
respectiveh'. 
3 There exists a maximal nest of  projecthms .,,o = {Pk t'" such that • . J k  =0 
APk = PkAP~ and  P~Z = PkZPk.f'or it = 0 . . . . .  in. 
Proof. To prove that the first statement implies the second one, let S be an 
invertible m × m matrix as in Eq. (1), such that S-AS is upper triangular and 
S- I zs  is lower triangular. Then the maximal nests of subspaces / /=  {Mk t'" • Jk=O 
and.  t" - {Nk/" defined by l k=O'  
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Mk = span{s,, . . . ,sk}, N,,,_k = span{sk+l . . . .  ,s,,,}, k = O, . . . .  m 
are invariant for A and Z respectively, and are matching. Next, we prove that 
f A ~' / m • ~. m the second statement implies the first one. If .W = .t,v, kSh~o and .I = {Nk Jk~0 
are matching maximal nests of subspaces, invariant for A and Z respectively, 
then the non-zero vectors s~ . . . .  ,s,,, determined up to multiplicative constants 
by sk ~ Mk n N,,,-k+j, define an invertible m x m matrix S as in Eq. (!), which 
reduces .4 and Z to complementary triangular forms. Here, we used 
dim (Mk n Nt) = max{k +/ -  m, 0}. 
The equivalence between the second and third statement is proved as fol- 
lows. By definition, two matching maximal nests of subspaces give rise to a 
maximal nest of projections, and vice versa. In addition, AP, = P~.AP~. is equi- 
valent to A(RanPk) C_ RanPk, and P~Z-- PkZPk is equivalent to 
Z(Ker Pk) C_ Ker Pk. The proof is finished. [] 
We make one more remark on complementary triangular forms in terms of 
maximal invariant nests: Let S denote the invertible m × m matrix, obtained 
from the nests of subspaces . / /and .  I" as in the proof of Lemma 2.1; note that 
S is determined up to multiplication to the right by an invertible diagonal 
matrix. Assume that 
diag(A'.//) = (~l . . . . .  ~,,,)T = ~. diag(Z;, t )  = (~, , . . . ,  ~,,,)v = ~. 
Then 
diag(StAS)  = (~, . . . . .  ~,,,)r = z~. 
but 
diag(S IZS) ((,,,, . . . . .  ~i 
i.e., the entries of diag(Z;. 1') appear in rerersed order on the diagonal of the 
lower triangular matrix S~ZS.  
Let a c_ a(A) be a non-empty subset of the spectrum of the m x m complex 
matrix A and detine the linear subspace 
N,(A) = span{Ker(A - ~)'" I ~ ~ o'}. 
I ra  = {~}, we usually write NI,I(A ) = N~(A). The following well-known lemma 
states that an invariant subspace of a matrix admits a decomposition, related to 
the spectrum of the matrix. 
Lemma 2.2. Let d he a comp/ex m × m matrix and assume that the spectrum q/'A 
is the di.~joint mhm o./'two ram-empty subsets ai and a,.. Let M he an invariant 
suhsl~ace for A. Then M tubnits the decomposition 
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M=M~OM,_ ,  M~=MNN, , (A) ,  i=  1,2. 
A decomposition as in Lemma 2.2 is referred to as a spectral decomposition 
of M, associated with tr~ and a,. For the proof of Lemma 2.2, we refer to Sec- 
tion 2.1 in [12]. 
Lemma 2.3. Let , I /=  {Mk }kmo be a maximal &var&nt nest for the m x m matrix 
A and let N be an n-dimensional invariant subspace.for A. Write Mk.l = Mk N N 
for k = 0 , . . . ,  m, and denote the restriction of  A to N by A i. Put 
z(i) =min{k lO<~k~<m, dimMk.~ =i}, i=O, . . . ,n .  
t! Then the nest ,//! = {M~(,).l };-o is a maximal invariant nest in N for Ai. 
Proof. Fix k E {0,...  ,m}. Since Mk and N are invariant subspaces for A, the 
same is true for Mk.~. I fx ~ Mk.I, then A~x = A.< ~ Mk.~, i.e., Mk.i is an invariant 
subspace for AI. Further note that M0.1 = (0) and Mm.l -- N. In addition it is 
easily verified that dim Mk. I -  dim Mk-I.! <~ 1. It follows that the integers 
r(0), z ( l ) , . . . ,  z(n) are well defined, that r(0) < z(1) <. . -<  r(n) and that .t/l 
is a maximal invariant nest in N for A~. [] 
In the following proposition, we shall make extensive use of the preceding 
lemmas on nests of subspaces. Moreover, Corollary 2.5 provides a first class 
of pairs of square matrices A~,Z~ for which v(Ai,Z~) E {0, c¢}. 
Proposition 2.4. Let Ai and Zi be mi ×mi matrices ( i=  1,2), and write 
m = ml + m2. Define the m x m matrices A = Ai • A2 and Z = Z! • ~.  Assume 
that a(Ai) Nit(A2) = tr(Zi) fqa(Z,.) = O. I f  the pair A ,Z admits simultaneous 
reduction to complementtoT triangular fi)rms, then so do the pair A i, Z! and the 
pair A2, Z2. 
Proof. We write (A, o) z=(z o) 
A -- O A2 O Z2 
m 
with respect to the decomposition C"= cm'@ C"'". Let .d  = {Mk}k=o and 
.,t" = {Ark I" be matching maximal invariant nests of subspaces for A and Z, Jk::O 
respectively. Since o'(AI)f ')o'(A2) : 0, we get 
C'"' = span{Ker(A - ~)" I ~ C a(A;)}, i = 1.2 
and since a(Zi ) n a (~)  = 0, we get 
C" = span{Ker(Z - ~)" [ ~ c a(Zi)}, i = 1,2. 
We may apply Lemma 2.2 to obtain the decompositions 
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Mk = (Mk nc  m' ) • (Mk n C'-'), 
N,,_k = ( N,,_k n C")  Q ( N,,_k n C"-') 
for k = 0 , . . . ,  m. The matching condition Mk • N,,,_k = C m then gives 
(MknC" ' )e (N , , _k r3C" )  = C"', (4) 
k = 0 , . . . ,  m and i = l, 2. Fix i E { l, 2} and define the integers 
r,(s) -- min{k l O<~ k <<. m, dim(Mk n C"') -- s}, s--  0,...,m~. 
Lemma 2.3 provides that {M~,I~ ) N C m' }" is a maximal invariant nest for A, s=0 
The matching condition (4) gives that {N,,_~,is ) N C"' J.,.=ot" is a maximal invariant 
nest for Z~ which matches {M,,I, I N C~' }.,m-~o" By Lemma 2.1, the pair A~, Z, ad- 
mits simultaneous reduction to complementary triangular forms. E] 
For a more elaborate proof of Proposition 2.4 in which certain additional 
details are presented, we refer to [19]. 
Corollary 2.5. Let At and ZI be invertible ml × ml matrk,es, let m2 be a non- 
negative integer, and write m = ml + m2. I f  the pair of  m × m matrices 
A = At • 0,1,., Z = Zt q3 Ore,. admits shnultaneous reducthm to complementary 
triangular forms, then so does the pair At, Zi. 
An m x m matrix is unicelhiho" or uniserial, i.e., has a unique maximal invari- 
ant nest of subspaces, if and only if it is similar to an m x m Jordan block. The 
following theorem shows that for pairs of unicellular matrices A~, Z~ the infi- 
mum v(A i ,Z i )~ {0,~}. 
Theorem 2.6. Let At and Z! be unicellular ml × ml matrices, m2 a non-negative 
integer, and let m = ml + m2. Define the m x m matrices A = At G Ore,. and 
Z = Zi G Om,. I f  the pair A, Z admits simultaneous reduction to complementary 
triangular Jbrms then so does the pair At, Zt. 
Proof. The proof of the theorem is divided into three parts, corresponding to 
the following cases: 
I. The matrices At and Zt are invertible. 
2. The matrices At and Zt are singular, therefore nilpotent. 
3. The matrix At is singular, the matrix Zt is invertible. By a symmetry argu- 
ment, the case At invertible and Zt singular is also covered by this part. 
Part 1: The matrices A i and Z! are invertible. Apply Corollary 2.5. 
Part 2: The matrices At and Z~ are nilpotent. 
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Assume there exist maximal invariant nests ,.# = {Mk }kin=0 and ..t~" = {Nk }~'~0 
for A and Z respectively, that are matching. Write Mk., = M~ n C m' and Nk., = 
N~ ~ C"  for k = 0 , . . . ,  m and i = 1,2. For  s = 0 , . . . ,  m~, introduce 
n(s) = min{k J 0 <~ k <~ m, dim Mk.~ = s}, 
and 
p(s) = min{l I 0 ~< l ~< m, dim Nt.i = s}. 
ml "Jml By Lemma 2.3, it follows that {M~(~).l }~=o and {N~(~).l J~:0 are maximal invariant 
nests for A~ and Z~, respectively. It remains to prove that these nests are 
matching. 
Since A i and Z! are unicellular nilpotent m~ × m~ matrices, there exists a 
basis ~b~,..., ~b,,~ for C m', such that 
A~b I =0,  A~q~s=0s-~, s=2, . . . ,m, .  
There also exists a basis ~, . . . ,  ~,,,, for C m', such that 
Z~O~ = O, Z~b s = ~k~_~, s = 2 , . . .  ,m~. 
We now have 
Mn(s).l = span{~bl, . . . ,  the}, Nptsl.t = span{q/ l , . . . ,  ~} ,  s = 0 , . . .  ,ml.  
Claim. For s = 0 , . . . ,  mi, the fo l lowing two identities hoM: 
g~(sl = g~(,l.I q3 g~(.,l.,., N,,(~ I = N,,t~!.l • N,,(.,.i.,.. 
To prove the first identity, fix s 6- { 1 , . . . ,  m~ }, the case s = 0 being trivial. 
Let x 6_ M~(,I and write x = x~ + x2, where x~ 6- C m'. We need to prove that 
xl 6- M~(,/. If x~ = 0 this is trivial, so assume that 0 ¢ x~ = ~,~¢/~ +. . .  + 7p~bp, 
where Y l , . . . ,  7p are complex numbers and p ~ { 1, . . .  ,m~ } such that ; ;  ¢: 0. 
Then Ax = AIXl = y,.dPl + . "  + YpdPp_l. On the other hand, 
AM,,(,,.) C_ M,(.~-l),! = span{~bl, . . . ,  ¢Ps-i}" 
Therefore p -  1 ~< s - 1, thus p <~ s and hence x~ 6- M~ts). The second identity is 
dealt with similarly, so the claim is proved. 
To finish the proof  of  Part 2, fix s 6- {0, . . .  ,m~ } and distinguish two cases: 
Case l" n(s) + p(mi - s) <~ m. In this case, M~(.~) N Np(m~-.~l = (0) and hence 
M,'(s/.! • Npl,,,-.~/.~ C_ C mj . A dimension argument shows that equality holds. 
Case 2: n(s) + p(ml - s) > m. In this case, M~(.~I + Np(m,-sl = C ' ,  and hence 
M~(sl.~ + Nf,(m,-sl.~ = C m' • A dimension argument shows that M~(s!.l N N:,(,,,-~I.~ 
=(0) .  
In both cases, it is proved that M~(sl,~ • Np(mt-I,I = C ~ • 
Part  3: The matrix A~ is nilpotent, the matrix Z~ is invertible. 
.~ 1'71 
Assume there exist maximal invariant nests ~¢1 = {Mk}~=0 and {N..}I= 0
for A and Z respectively, which are matching. Since A~ is nilpotent, one may 
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define - as in Part 2 of the proof -  a strictly increasing mapping re- {0,.. . ,  m~ } 
---, {0,... ,m} such that dim M~is),l = s, and M~I., / = M~isl,i(3 M~csl.2. Since Z~ is 
invertible, it follows by the proof of Proposition 2.4, that Ark = Nk.t (3 Nk.., for 
k = 0, . . . ,  m. In particular (s = 0, . . . ,  ml), 
M.(s) (3 N,,._,~(~,) = [M.(s),. (3 Nm-n(s).l ] (3 [M,~(.~).2 (3Nm-n(s),2] 
--- cmi (3 C m:. 
~m, for Consequently, the maximal invariant nests {M,(.~/,~ }sm:'0 and {N,,-,(m,-.,I.~ J,:0 
A~ and Z~ are matching. This finishes the proof of the theorem. [] 
We conclude this section with two important results which consider the case 
when extension with zeroes makes a difference for a pair of m~ x m~ matrices 
A~,Z~, i.e., in the case when 0 < v(A~,Z~) < ~.  The following example provides 
a pair mt x m~ matrices Ai, Z~ for which v(AI,Z~) is a strictly positive integer. 
Example 2.7. This example provides a pair of nilpotent 4 x 4 matrices A l, ZI, 
that does not admit simultaneous reduction to complementary triangular 
forms, while the pair of 5 x 5 matrices A! (3 0, Z! 6~ 0 does have this property. 
Indeed, the pair of 4 x 4 matrices 
At= l° °°/ l° 0 0 0 0 Z l= 0 0 1 0 I 0 0 0 ' 0 0 0 1 0 ! 0 0 0 0 0 0 
does net admit simultaneous reduction to complementary triangular forms (as 
will be shown later), while the pair of 5 x 5 matrices At (3 0, Z~ (3 0 is reduced 
to complementary triangular forms by the invertible 5 x 5 matrix 
S __ 
(0  0 1 0 1~ 
0 0 0 1 0 
0 1 0 0 0 
1 0 0 0 0 
-1 0 1 0 0j 
as follows: 
S -t (Ai ® 0)S = 
(0 0 0 1 0 
0 0 1 0 1 
0 0 0 1 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
~0 0 0 0 0 
, S -~ (z~ ® O)S = 
(0 0 0 0 0'~ 
1 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 1 0 0 0 
\0 0 0 1 Oj 
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On the other hand, we will show that (AI,Z~) ¢~ ~(4). Indeed, there exist no 
matching maximal invariant nests of subspaces for A~ and Zi, respectively. A 
description of complementary triangular forms in terms of maximal invariant 
nests has been given in Section 2. Note that Z~ is unicellular, and that its uni- 
~f 4 que maximal invariant nest of subspaces .~V= LNk }k=0 is given by 
No = (0), 
NI = span{el }, 
N2 = span{el, e2 }, 
N3 = span{e!,e2,e3}, 
N4 = C 4. 
M 4 Assume there exists a maximal invariant nest of subspaces .~//= { k}k_-0 for 
A,, that matches .Jr". First of all, M~ c_ Ker A~ = span{e3, earl. Further, to ob- 
tain that Mi • N3 = C a, we have to take Ml = span{e4 + ~e~ } for some com- 
plex number 0~, since e3 E N3. Since AI(M2)C_M1 nRan~,  =(0) ,  we get 
Mz = Ker AI. Siilce Al(M3) C_ Mz = Ker A,, it follows that M3 = Ker A 2 = 
span{el,e3,e4}. But then M3 NN, = span{el} :fi 0, and a contradiction has 
been obtained. Therefore, (Ai,Zi) g ~(4). IS] 
In short, Example 2.7 provides a pair of 4 × 4 matrices ,41.Zl for which 
v(Ai,Zi) = 1. Given a pair of rn~ x mi matrices AI,Z,, the questicn is, whether 
anything can be said about the integer v(A~,Z~) in the case when 
0 < v(,41,Zi) < oe. The following proposition provides an upper bound only 
in terms of m~. This upper bound is probably never sharp. 
Proposition 2.8. Let A i, ZI be a pail" o f  n,,i x ml matrices such that 0 < p(Al, 
Zl ) < oe. In other words, the pair does i~'ot admit simultaneous reduction to 
complementary triangular.[brms, but obtains this property after extension with a 
sufficiently large number o f  zeroes. Then the following estimate holds: 
v(Ai,Z,) <~ 8m~ - m;. 
Proof. Let m2 be a positive integer and m = ml + m2, such that the pair of 
m × m matrices A = A l ® Ore,, Z = Zi ® Ore,. admits simultaneous reduction to 
complementary triangular forms. L:" S be an invertible m x m matrix, such 
that S- IAS is upper triangular and S-£ 'S  is lower triangular. Write 
S- 'AS  = (al , . . . ,am),  S - iZS  = (zl,...,Zm) and S = (sl . . . . .  Sin) as row matri- 
ces. For 0 ~< k <~ m, let Pk denote the projection with Ran Pk = span [s l , . . .  ,sk } 
and Ker Pk = span{sk+l,. •., s,,, }. Further, put :P = {P0, • • •, P,,, }. 
Consider the mapping dA: {0 , . . . ,m}~{0, .  , rankA} given by 
dA(k)=d imspan{at , . . . ,ak}  for O<~k<~m. Then dA is monotonically 
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increasing, da(0) = 0 and da(m) = rank A. Since d,4(k) ~ dA(k - 1) + 1 for 
1 ~< k <~ m, it follows that dA is surjective. Define the sets of integers 
~j= {k lda(k )= j} ,  0<~j<~rankA. 
Define #j=max~[ j  for all 0<~j<~rankA and #_m=0. Then 
,t[j = {#j-i + 1,... ,#j} for all j. The set of integers 
J][ = { #j-i + l, #j l O <.j <~ rank A }, 
which has # ~//~< 2 rank A + 2 elements, defines a useful nest of subspaces for 
A. For # ~ ~,  define Mj, = span{sl,... ,sj,}. Note that 
,4 Mrj = ,4 span{s1,... ,%} = S span{al, ... ,a,,} 
= S span{al, . . . ,  arj_~+l } C_ span{sl,... ,s~,~_~+i } = Mr,_~+l. 
If one considers the upper triangular matrix S-~,4S, it is immediate that for 
each 0 ~< j <~ rank A - 1, there exists a complex number flj, such that 
(A - flj)M~,,+, C Mr,. 
Note that with the nest of subspaces {M r [ g e ~},  we may associate a nest of 
projections in $'. Indeed, consider the nest of projections ~A c_ ~' with 
{Ran P IP  e ~A} = {Mr I I~ e .][}. 
We have derived that for the matrix A, there exists a nest of projections 
~a = {P0,...,tn} and complex numbers ~l , . . . ,~, ,  such that the following 
statements hold: 
1. Po = Om, P,, = Im, Pk_l < Pk, l <~ k <<. n. 
2. n~<2rankA + 1. 
3. ( A - ~k) ek = Pk-! (,4 -- ~lt) P,, 1 <~ k <~ n. 
4. If rank(Pk- Pk-I) >i 2, then ~k = 0. 
In the same manner, a nest of projections ~z c_ ~ can be obtained for the ma- 
trix Z. Indeed, first define a nest of invariant subspaces X for Z, just as ~]/has 
been defined for A. Then define the nest of projections ~z c_ .~, such that 
{Ker P IP  ~ ~z} = X .  (We consider kernels of the projections here instead 
of ranges ince S-~ZS is lower triangular.) Next, consider 
~l  = .~A U :~z C ~'. 
Write ~ = {Po,PI,... ,P~}, with O~ = Po < P~ < ' "  < P,. = Ira. There exist 
complex numbers ~, . . . ,  ~,  and ~l , . . . ,  ~, such that 
(A - o~)ek = P~_~(A - ~x~,)P~, ek(z  -- ~k) =Pk(Z-~)P~_~, l <~ k <~ v 
Also, we have the estimate v~ l + 2 rank A + 2 rank Z. Put APk = Pk -- Pk-~ for 
k = l , . . . ,  v. Define the subspaces 
M~. = AP~(Ran A + Ran Z), N~ = Ker(AAP~) N Ker (ZAP~), 
k = l , . . . ,v .  
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Then Nk = Ker APk O Nk, where Nk = Nk n Ran APk. Note that Mk + )Vk is a 
subspace in Ran AP,. Therefore, there exists a subspace Rk _C_ Ran A/k, such 
that ^(M, + Nk) G R, = Ran APk. In addition, let ~lk C_ Nk, such that 
Mk @ N~ = Ran APk, where Mk = Mk • Rk. Define 
M = MI @' . .  ® M,., R = R! qg.. .  ® R,,, 
N = ]ql e - - "  e/V,., N =/~', • • • • ®/'(/',.. 
As a matter of fact, 
I '  
N = [") Nk. 
k=! 
Indeed, if x = Xl + .-. + x,. with Xk E Nk, then mk= x -- Xk E Ker APk and hence 
x = x, + mk E Nk + Ker APk. On the other hand, if x = Xk + rn~ with Xk E Nk and 
| '  1' 
mk E Ker APk, then x = (Y~k=i APk)x = Y~k-i Xk C ~ll ®' ' "  ® N,.. 
Define M = M ® R, then Ran A + Ran Z c_ M. Further, 
I '  
~t C_ N = R [Ker(`4AP,) n Ker(ZAP,)] 
k=l  
implies Ker ,4 n Ker Z D/(/. Also, M ® N = C m. 
Since `4AP~ = ~- I  Apj`4APk + 0~kAPk, it follows that 
k- - I  
AM, C_ Ran(,4APk) c_ Z MJ • Ran(~kDelta&). 
j:= ! 
I '  In addition, ZAP, = ~ i  k,I AP, ZAP, + ~kka~. implies 
I '  
Z/I)/k c_ Ran(ZAPk) c_ ~ Mj ® Ran(t[,ka~k). 
j=k+l  
With respect to the decomposition cm= Mt ®""  a)/,, @ A/, the matrices A 
and Z assume the forms 
A = 
^ 
0 ot212 * "'" * 0 
0 0 ~313 "'. " 
• ". ". * O 
: " o 
0 . . . . . . . . .  0 ONj 
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and 
r~il~ 0 0 . . . . . .  0 '~ 
Z = 
•  ,i2 o 
• • ¢,i ,  ".. 
• • • • • 
• , .--  • 
O O .-. O O 
0 
ON / 
Here ik denotes the identity matrix on the subspace/Qk. We shall estimate the 
dimension of / f / f rom above. First of all, 
V 
dim M = Z dim Mk <~ v dim (Ran A + Ran Z). 
k=! 
Further, 
codim N ~< Z codim Ark ~< v codim(Ker A N Ker Z). 
k=i 
Then (M + N) @ R = C" implies dim R ~ codim N. Therefore, 
d im/ f /=  dim M + dim R ~< v (dim [Ran A + Ran Z] 
+ codim(Ker A n Ker Z)). 
If rank A = rank Z = m~, then Corollary 2.5 provides that v(At,Z~) = m~ and 
we are ready• In all other cases, we get rank A + rank Z <~ 2m~ - 1. Together 
with v ~< I + 2 rank A + 2 rank Z, we obtain the estimate in the proposition• 
The proposition is proved. I--1 
3. Companion matrices 
In this section, we discuss complementary triangular forms after extension 
with zeroes for pairs of companion matrices. Recall that af i r s t  companion ma- 
trix is of the form (see for example [15]) 
C~i  " - "  
(' 0 1 '~ 
0 
-ao  - ~i 
Q 
O 
I 1 
0 
-- am - 2 
1 
--am- I / 
(5) 
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where a0, . . . ,  am-I are complex numbers. Note that there is a one-to-one cor- 
respondence between monic polynomials of degree m and first companion 
matrices, given by the equation 
det(2 - Ca) = ao + al2 +. . .  + am-12"-I + 2". 
The generalized eigenvectors of a first companion matrix are determined by the 
corresponding eigenvalues as follows. If ~ is an eigenvalue for the m × m first 
companion matrix Ca with algebraic multiplicity n, then the vectors 
XI(~ ) __ ( l ,~ , . . . ,~ ,n_  I )T  
x~(~) (k 1)! x~(~), k ~ n 
satisfy (A - ~)xl(~) = 0 and (A - ~)x~(~) = xk-i(~) for k - 2 . . . .  ,n. In other 
words, the vectors x l (x) , . . .  ,x,,(~) form a Jordan chain of C,,. 
At this point, we also introduce some general terminology concerning matri- 
ces. A vector/~ = (// l , . . . , / /m) r is called a spectral vector for an m x m matrix B, 
if/~1,.--,/~,, are the eigenvalues of B, counted according to their algebraic mul- 
m tiplicities. If T = ( T;j);.j= ! denotes a complex m x m matrix, then d iag(T)= 
(Tll, • • •, T,,,,,)T denotes the diagonal vector of T. In particular, the diagonal vec- 
tor of an upper or lower triangular matrix is a spectral vector for that matrix. 
A pair of m x m matrices A, Z admits s#nultaneous reduction to complemen- 
tart triangular forms with diagonals 
-- (~ l , ' ' ' ,~m)  T, ~-"  (~i . . . . .  ~m) T (6) 
if there exists an invertible m x m matrix S, such that S-~AS is upper triangular, 
S -~ZS is lower triangular, and 
diag(S_lAS) = ~, diag(S_lZS) = (~.,,,, . . . .  ~)r.  
The reversed identiO' or rotation matrix R, defined by Rek = e,,, ~,l for 
k = I , . . . ,  m, transforms upper triangular matrices into lower triangular matri- 
ces and vice versa, i.e., T is an upper triangular m × m matrix if and only if 
R-ITR is a lower triangular m x m matrix. Also, R -~ = R. Using this matrix, it 
is immediate that the pair A, Z admits simultaneous reduction to complementary 
triangular forms with diagonals ~ and ~ if and only if the pair Z, A admits simul- 
taneous reduction to complementary triangular forms with diagonals ~ and ~. 
The following theorem, which describes imultaneous reduction to comple- 
mentary triangular forms for pairs of first companion matrices, is taken from 
[3], Theorem 3.2. 
Theorem ~.1. Let A and Z be first companion m x m matrices. Then the pair A, Z 
admits simultaneous reduction to complementary triangular forms with diagonal 
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vectors ~ and ~ as & Eq. (6)/fand only if these vectors are spectral vectors for A 
and Z respectively, and satisfy 
~ ~; ,  k+l<~m. 
We now state the main theorem of this section. 
Theorem 3.2. Let Al and Z! be first companion mi x ml matrices, m2 a non- 
negative integer, and define m = ml +m2. Consider the m x m matrices 
A = A! G Ore, and Z = Z! @ Ore,. Assume that the pair A, Z admits simultaneous 
reduction to complementary triangular forms with diagonals 
(~1,""", am) T, (~l,.--, {m) T. (7) 
Then there exist strictly increasing mappings n,p " {l , . . . ,ml}  ~ { l , . . . ,m},  
such that the pair A i, Z~ admits simultaneous reduction to complementary trian- 
gular forms with diagonals 
(O{n(I),--.,O~n(ml)) T, (~p(I),...,~p(ml)) T. (8) 
Theorem 3.2 shows that for pairs of first companion m~ x m~ matrices, the 
infimum v(Ai,Zl) E {0, c~}. The transpose of a first companion matrix is called 
a second companion matrix, while a third companion matrix is obtained from a 
first companion matrix after transformation by means of the reversed identity. 
Finally, a fourth companion matrix is the transpose o! a third companion 
matrix. In this manner, it is not difficult to see that Theorem 3.2 carries over 
to pairs of second, pairs of third and pairs of fourth companion matrices. Be- 
fore proving Theorem 3.2, we present hree lemmas. 
Lemma 3.3. Let A be an m x m matr& and let , / /=  {Mk t"' J k=o be a maximal 
invariant nest :['or A with diag(A;,,#) = (~1, . . . .  ~,,a) T. Let ~ E tr(A) and let N be 
an n-dimensional &variant subspace of A in Ker(A -~)" .  Define 
z ( i )=min{k l  l <~k<~m, d im(MknN) - i} ,  i - l ,  . . . .  n, 
then ~(;I = ~. 
Proof. Fix i E { 1,. . . ,  n}, and assume that ~(i) = ~ ~ ~. By definition, z(i) >i 1, 
and M~(i)-! N N C M~(/I n N. Further recall that (A - ~)M~(i) C_ M~(;I_ i. Conse- 
quently, 
(A  - n N) C_ M~(;I_ n N C M,(; I n N. 
On the other hand, the restriction of A - ~ to the subspace M~(; I N lV c_ N~(A) is 
invertible. A contradiction is obtained and the lemma is proved. 
Lemma 3.4. Let ml be a positive integer, m2 be a non-negative integer, and let 
m=mt+mz.  Let rr, p" { l , . . . ,m l}~{l , . . . ,m} and r ,a"  {l,...,n,,z} 
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{ 1, . . .  ,m} be strictly increasing mappings, such that n(s) ~ T(i) and p(s) # a(i) 
for  all s = 1, . . . ,  ml and i = 1 , . . . ,  m2. Then a .<. r implies that n <~ p. 
Proof. The mappings n and p are completely determined by the mappings r and 
tr respectively. In fact, 
s, 1 ~<s~<T(I) - 1, 
s + 1, ,(1) ~<s< z(2) - 2, 
= 
• . 
s+m2,  r (mz) -m_ ,+ l~<s<~ml ,  
i.e., n(s) = s + i, if r(i) - i + 1 ~< s ~< r(i + 1) - i - 1. For coovenience, we write 
z(0) = 0 and z(m2 + 1) = m + I. In addition, 
t, l<~t~<6( I ) -  1, 
t+  1, a( l )<~t<<.a(2)-2,  
p(t) = 
t + mz, a(m,.) - m,_ + l ~ t <~ ml, 
thus p(s) = s + j, if a(j) - j + 1 ~< s ~< a(j" + 1 ) - j - 1. Again, we write a(0) = 
0 and a(mz + 1) = m + 1. Fix s E { l , . . . ,m i} .  To show that n(s) ~<p(s), let 
i , j  E {0, . . . ,m2} such that 
z ( i ) - i+  l<~s<<, r ( i+  l ) - i -  l, a ( j ) - j+  l <~s<<.a(j+ l ) - j -1 .  
We prove i ~< j: If we assume that i t> j + 1, then. using a ~< r in the first in- 
equality, we get 
a( i ) - i+ l<~r( i ) - i+ l<~s<<.aO'+l ) - j - I  < a( j+  l ) - j+  1)+ I 
<<. a(i) - i+  1, 
a contradiction• Further, i ~< j implies that n(s) = s -~- i ~ s + j = p(s). [3 
Lemma 3.5. Let Bl be an mi × ml matrix, dim Ker Bi = i and B = Bl ® Ore.. I f  
M C_ No(B) is an invariant subspace for B and Ker Bi ~ BM, then M C_ Ke~ B. 
Proof. Let dim No(Bl) = n• Since dim Ker BI = 1, there exist a basis Yl , . . -  ,Yn 
for No(Bl), such that Blyl =0 and Bl)'k+l =Y~ for k = 1, . . . .  n -1 .  Let 
0 -7/: x E M, and assume that x ~ Ker B. Then there exists p E {2, . . . ,  n} and 
complex numbers ~l , . . . ,~p,  with ¢p¢0,  and u~_C"- ,  such that 
x = ~iYl +""  + ~pYp + u. Then BP-lx = ~pYi E BM, which contradicts the 
assumption span{yl } = Ker B! ~ BM. [] 
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Proof of Theorem 3.2. We will actually prove a slight generalization of the 
result as stated in the theorem. In the proof we shall consider, for a given 
complex number 7, the m x m matrices A = A] ® ?I,,.~ and Z = Z! G 71,, 2. The 
theorem corresponds to the case when "; = 0. The proof consists of three parts, 
dealing with the following cases: 
I. u 
2. ? q[ a(Ai), 7 ~ a(Zl). By a symmetry argument, he case 7 E a(Ai), 7 ~ a(Zl) 
is also covered here. 
3. ? E tr(Al) n tr(Zl). 
Part I: 7 g a(Al)U a(Zl). Apply Proposition 2.4. 
Part 2:7 ~ a(Al), ~' E a(Zi). 
Assume that the pair A, Z admits simultaneous reduction to complementary 
triangular forms, by means of an m x m similarity S, with diagonals • and ~ as 
in Eq. (7). Let the maximal invariant nests (defined by S) for A ai3d Z be 
M m m .... / /=  { k }k:0 and ,t: = {N/};:0, respectively. 
We have to prove that the pair A~, Z~ admits simultaneous reduction to com- 
plementary triangular forms with diagonals as in Eq. (8). By Theorem 3.1, it 
suffices to find strictly increasing mappings n,p:  { l , . . . ,ml}  ~ { l , . . . ,m} 
such that the vectors in Eq. (8) are spectral vectors for A~ and Z~, and such that 
• ~i.,.) ~ ~,,(,), s + t <~ ml. (9) 
To define zr and p, we will analyse the diagonals ~ and ~. More specifically, we 
will determine restrictions on the positions of the eigenvalues on the diagonals. 
The first claim below concerns the eigenvalues different from 7. 
Claim I . / f  ~k = ~; =~ 7, then k + ! > m. 
To prove the claim, assume that ~k = (: = # ~ ~'. Then # ~ o(Al) na(Z l )  
and 
Ker(# - Al) = Ker(# - Zi) = span{xl (#) }, 
since A I and Z~ are first companion matrices. Because # ~ 7, it holds that 
Ker (#-  A) = Ker (#-  Z) 
=span(  1, #, . . . ,  fl,,,,-t O, 0)T=LcC"  , • " * ~ ~ • 
On the other hand, L c_ M~., since I /= :~., and L c_ N;, since fl = (;. Therefore 
(0) =A L C_ M~ N N;, so k + / > m. The claim is proved. 
To obtain restrictions on the positions of the eigenvalues equal to 7, the gen- 
eralized eigenspaces N,.(A) and N;,(Z) are studied. Note that N;.(A)= N,, 
(Ai) ® C"" = C m'-, and N;.(Z) = N;.(Zi) ® C"2; so in particular, N;.(A) c_ N..(Z). 
Note that dim N,.(Zt) = q is a strictly positive integer and that dim N;.(Z) = 
q + m.,. Define 
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r(i) =min{kl 1 <~k<~m, d im(M,  nN;,(A))  =i},  i=  l , . . . ,m2, 
a(j) = min { ! I 1 <~ 1 <~ m, dim' kNtfqN..(Z)) =j}, j= l,...,q+m2. 
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Claim 2. It is immediate f rom Lemma 3.3 that 
oq(;)=7, i=  1,...,m2, 
and 
~,,t2) = "/, j=  1 , . . . ,q  + m2. (lo) 
Claim 3. I f  i + j > q + m2, then r(i) + a(j') > m. 
To prove the claim, assume that r ( i )+ a(j')<~m. Then M~(it n N, o t = (0), 
and hence 
(M,¢, I NN,,(A)) @ (N,(i) NN..(Z)) .C_ N,.(A) + N,.(Z) = N,.(Z). 
A dimension argument shows that i + j ~< q + m2 and the claim is proved. 
As a consequence of Claim 3, the following inequalities hold: 
~( i )+a(q+m2- i+ l )>m,  i=  l . . . .  ,m2. ( l l )  
It will be convenient to use the following notation: 
~1 = ~,,-r+l, 1 = 1 . . . .  ,m, (12) 
and 
6"( l " )=m-a(q+m' - - J+  l )+  l, j=  1 . . . .  ,q+m2.  (13) 
Expressions (10) and ( 11 ) are rewritten according to Eqs. (12) and (13) as follows: 
~,~/)=y, j=  l , . . . ,q+m2,  (14) 
and 
6"(i)<~r(i), i=  l , . . . ,m2. (15) 
Define the strictly increasing mappings rt, f~ : { 1,... ,ml } ---, { I , . . .  ,m}, such 
that re(s)~ r(i) and ¢5(s)~ #(i) for all s= l , . . . ,ml  and i=  l , . . . ,m2. By 
Lemma 3.4, inequality (15) implies that rt <~ . Define the strictly increasing 
mapping p: {l, . . . ,m~} ~ {l , . . . ,m} by 
p(t) = m - f~(m~ - t + 1) + 1, t = I , . . .  ,m~. 
This equation and rr <~ f~ together imply that 
n(s )+p(ml  - s+ l )<~m+ l. s= l , . . . ,m l .  (16) 
Note that the vectors in Eq. (8) are indeed spectral vectors for A~ and Z~, as 
they are obtained from the spectral vectors for A and Z by omitting m2 
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eigenvalues 7. (Consider Claim 2 and the definition of ~ and p.) To prove that 
the spectral vectors in Eq. (8) satisfy the ordering condition (9), assume that 
~,ls) =(pct) = ft. Then fl ~ 7, since y ~ a(Ai). It follows from Claim 1 that 
n(s) + p(t) > m. Then Eq. (16) implies that p(mi - s + 1) <~ m + 1 - n(s) 
<~ p(t), so ml - s + 1 <~ t (p is strictly increasing) or s + t > ml. Part 2 of the 
theorem is proved. 
Part 3: y E a(A~) f3 o(Z~). Assume that the pair A, Z admits simultaneous re- 
duction to complementary triangular forms with diagonals • and ( as in 
Eq. (7). Notation will be consistent with Part 2 of the proof, unless explicitly 
stated otherwise. 
As in Part 2, the main course of the proof of Part 3 will be as follows: Res- 
trictions on the diagonals ~ and (, based on the matching condition on the 
maximal invariant nests ~//and X for A and Z respectively, are used to define 
strictly increasing mappings rc, p : { 1,... ,m~ } --* { 1,... ,m}, such that the vec- 
tors Eq. (8) are spectral vectors for A~ and Z~, and such that condition (9) is 
satisfied. 
First of all, Claim 1 in Part 2 of the proof remains valid. The restrictions on 
the positions of the eigenvalues equal to 7 on the diagonals ~ and ( need more 
attention. Note that both p = dim N;,(AI) and q = dim N;,(ZI) are strictly pos- 
itive integers and dim N;.(A) = p + m2, dim N..(Z) = q + mz. By symmetry, we 
may assume without loss of generality that p ~< q. Since A~ and Z~ are first com- 
panion matrices, it follows that N;.(A) c_ N.,(Z). 
Define 
z ( i )=min{k  l l<~k<<.m, d im(MknN; , (A) )=i} ,  i=  l , . . . ,p+m2,  
a( j )=min{ l l l<~l<~m,  dim(N~nN..(Z)) =j} ,  j=  I , . . . ,q+m2.  
Claim 4. The following is" an immediate consequence of Lemma 3.3. 
~ i )=7,  i=  l , . . . ,p+m2,  
and 
v, 
~,-~1 = 7, j=  l , . . . ,q+m2.  
Since A~ and Z~ are first companion 
Ker(7 - ZI) = span{xl (Y) }. Define the integers 
and 
r. = min{k I I<~k<~m, LC_Mk} 
matrices, L = Ker(7 - AI) = 
a. = min{l ] l<~l<~m},LC_Nt}. 
There exists i. E { l , . . . ,p  + m.,}, such that z. = z(i.). Indeed, by definition of 
r., we getxl(y) ¢ M~._! andxi(y) E Mr.. Therefore, Mr. = M~.-i G span{xl(y)}. 
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It follows that (A -7 )M, .  C_M,._I, so ~,. =~,,. This gives r. E {T(I), 
. . . ,  T(p + m.,)}. 
Similarly, it is shown that there exists j ,  E {1 , . . . ,q  + mz}, such that 
~, = ,~( j , ) .  
Apply Lemma 3.5 to B~ = A~ - 7, B = A - y, M = M~li.) NNT(A ), and to 
B~ = Z~ - 7, B = Z-  ~,, M = N.U. ) n N.,,(Z), to obtain 
M,(i.) ON;,(A),N,,~.)ON;(Z)c_ L G C m', (17) 
and by a dimension argument, i , j ,  <~ m2 -Jr- 1. In addition, L c_ M,(,.) n N,,u. ) im- 
plies that 
z(i.) + a(j.) > m. (18) 
Claim 5. I f  j <~ j ,  and i + j > p + m2, then 
z(i) + ¢r(j') > m. 
The claim is proved as follows: Assume that j <~ j,, then 
N.U) n N;,(Z) C_ N.ti. ) n N;,(Z) C_ L G C m" C_ N;,(A). 
If in addition, r(i) + a(./) ~< m, it follows that 
(M,c, ~ n N,(A)) G (N,,u~ n N,(Z)) c_ N,(A) 
and a dimension argument provides i + j <~ p + m2. The claim is proved. 
In particular, Claim 5 implies that 
z (p+m2- j+ l )+a( j ' )  >m, j=  1 . . . .  ,j,. (19) 
Claim 6. I f  i <~ i,, j <~ j ,  and i + j > m2 + 1, then 
~(i) + G(j) > m. 
To prove the claim, let i ~< i, and j <~ j,.  If we assume that z(i) + a(j) ~< m, 
then 
(Mr(i) n NT(A))G (N.~j)n N,,(Z)) C_ (M~(i., n N,,(A)) + (N~,~i.)N ,,(Z)) 
C L G C"-" 
and a dimension argument provides i + j <~ m2 + 1. The claim is proved. 
Claim 7. There exbts a pair h', 2 such that 
E{0, . . . .  i , -1} ,  2E {0 , . . . , j , - l} ,  (2o)  
K + 2~<m2, (21) 
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z (x+l )+a(2+l )  >m.  (22) 
To prove the claim, we consider two cases. 
Case 1 (i, + j .  ~< m2 + 2). In this case, put x = i, - 1 and 2 = j ,  - 1. Then it 
is immediate that Eqs. (20) and (21) are satisfied. Further Eq. (18) implies 
Eq. (22). 
Case 2 (i, + j, > m2 + 2). Define the integer d = i, + j ,  - m2 > 2. In this 
ease, define ~: = i , -  1 and 2 = j , -d  + 1. Then it is easily verified that 
Eqs. (20) and (21) are satisfied. Since (K+ 1)+(2+ 1)--m2 +2,  Claim 6 
implies Eq. (22). The claim is proved. 
In the proof of Claim 7, the integers h" and 2 were defined as follows (put 
d = max{i, + j ,  - m2,2}) 
h- = i , -  1, 2=j , -d+ !. 
In general, there may exist other pairs of integers ~, 2, which also satisfy the 
conditions of Claim 7. For the proof, it suffices to consider only this pair of 
integers. 
Note that Claim 3 in Part 2 remains valid, and that we also obtain Eq. (11). 
As in Part 2, the notation introduced by the Eqs~ (12) and (13) is used to re- 
write Eqs. (10) and ( l l )  as Eqs. (14) and (15). 
Further, Eq. (19) can be rewritten as 
6" (q+m2- j+ l )<~z(p+me-+l ) ,  j=  l , . . . , j .  (23) 
and Eq. (22) as 
6"(q + m2 - 2) <~ z(t¢ + 1). (24) 
Define the strictly increasing mappings ~, #: {1, . . . ,  m2} ---+ {1,. . .  ,m} as fol- 
lows: 
= ~" z(i), 
t z(p + i), 
i=  l , . . . ,m2-  2, 
i = m., - 2 + I , . . . ,m.,  
(25) 
and 
= { e(j)' 
e(q +./), 
j = 1, . . . .  h', (26) 
.1 = h + I . . . . .  m.,. 
Note that the p integers 
"t'(m2 -- ). + 1) . . . .  , T(p q- m2 - /~)  
are not in the range of ~, and that the q integers 
(27) 
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~(h- + I ) , . . .  ,~(q  + h-) (28) 
are not in the range of 6". 
Claim 8. 0 ~ ?. 
First, let ! ~< i ~< to. Since ~¢ ~< i, - 1 ~< m2, Eq. (15) implies that 
6"(i) = 6"(i) <~ r(i) = ?(i). 
Second, let x + 1 ~< i ~< m2 - 2. Then Eq. (24) implies 6.(i) = 6"(q + i) <~ 
6"(q + m2 - 2) ~< r(h- + i) ~< r(i) = ~(i). 
Finally, let m2 - 2 + 1 ~< i ~< m2. Then Eq. (23) implies 6.(i) = 6-(q + i) ~< 
r(p + i) = ~'(i), and the claim is proved. 
Define the strictly increasing mappings rc,t5 : { 1,. . .  ,m, } ~ { 1 . . . .  ,m}, such 
that rt(s) -¢ ~(i) and IS(s) -¢ 6.(i) for all s = 1 . . . .  ,m, and i = 1 . . . .  ,m2. By Lem- 
ma 3.4, the inequality in Claim 8 implies that rt ~< ft. Define the strictly increas- 
ing mapp ingp:  {1, . . . .  m~}~{l  . . . . .  re}by 
p( t )=m-f i (ml - t+ l )+ l ,  t=  1 . . . . .  ml. 
This equation and rt <~ t3 imply Eq. (16). 
The vectors in Eq. (8) are spectral vectors for A~ and Z~ respectively, for the 
same reason as described in Part 2 of the proof. The integers in Eq. (27) are in 
the range of r~. They indicate the positions of the eigenvalue 7 in the spectral 
vector of A~ given in Eq. (8) as follows: if x(s) is one of the integers 
Eq. (27), then ~,~ = 7. The integers Eq. (28) are in the range of t). For that 
reason, the q integers 
a(m2 - a¢ + 1), . . . .  a (q  + m., - h') (29) 
are in the range of p and indicate the positions of the eigenvalues equal to i' in 
the spectral vector of Z~ in Eq. (8). 
We need to prove that condition (9) is satisfied for the spectral vectors of A~ 
and Zi, as given in Eq. (8). 
If ~,~l,~ = ~,c,i :P 7, then by the same argument as given in Part 2, it follows 
that s + t > m2. 
If ~,(,! = ;'~,(,, = 7, then re(s) is one of the irltegers (27) and p(t) is one of the 
integers (29). Therefore, 
re(s) + p(t) i> r(m2 - ). + 1) + o(m,_ - 1~ + 1 ) >/r(t¢ + 1 ) + o(;. + 1) > m. 
Apply Eq. (16) as in Part 2, to obtain that s + t > m~. This finally finishes 
the proof  of the theorem. I--I 
Ca = R-I C~ R = 
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The reversed identity R transforms the first companion matrix C,,, defined in 
Eq. (5), to the lhird companion matrix 
¢' --am--! --am-2 . . . .  ai --a~ .~ 
1 0 
. • 
0 
1 0 j 
We quote Theorem 3.2 in [6], which deals with pairs of matrices consisting 
of a first companion matrix and a third companion matrix. 
Theorem 3.6. Let A be a first companion m × m matrix and Z be a third 
companion m x m matrix. Then the pair A, Z admits simultaneous reduction to 
complementary triangularJbrms with diagonal vectors • and ~ as in Eq. (6) if and 
only if these vectors are spectral vectors for A and Z respectively, and satisfy 
~k~t# 1, k+l<~m. 
For the proof of Theorem 3.7, see [20]. 
Theorem 3.7. Let Ai be a first companion ml × ml matrix, and Z! be a third 
companion ml × ml matrix. Define the matrices A = Ai • 0,,, and Z = Zi~, 0,,,,, 
and h,t m = ml + m2. Assume that the pair A, Z admits imultaneous reduction to 
complementary triangular Jbrms with diagonals ~ and ~, as in Eq. (7). Then there 
exist strictly #lc'reashtg mappings rt, p: {1 . . . . .  ml } ~ {I . . . . .  m}, such that the 
pair Ai, Zt admits shmdtaneous rechwtion to complementat3, triangular forms 
with diagonals as in Eq (8). 
We have not dealt with all pairs of companion matrices. For example, we 
have not described complementary triangular forms after extension with zeroes 
for pair of matrices, consisting of a first and a second companion matrix (or, 
after using the reversed identity, a third and a fourth companion matrix). 
Proposition 4.3 in [17] deals with such pairs, but it seems difficult to make use 
of that result here. Pairs consisting of a first and a fourth companion matrix (or, 
by taking transposes, a second and a third companion matrix) also appear to be 
hard to handle. 
4. Nilpotent and Jordan matrices 
We conclude this paper with a section which provides a survey of results that 
are proved elsewhere [20]. In this section, a number of results on complementary 
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triangular forms is presented which use the notion of the so-called spectral poly- 
nomial of a matrix. Also, simultaneous reduction to complementary triangular 
forms after extension with zeroes is discussed for pairs of nilpotent and Jordan 
matrices. 
As in [20], we introduce the following type of polynomial: Let B be an m x m 
matrix and let the mutually distinct eigenvalues of B be denoted by fl~,..., fls- 
Define the spectral polynomial of B by 
pa(2) = (2 - f l ,) . . .  (2 - fls)- (30) 
This polynomial is the monic poly.,,omial of minimal degree, vanishing on the 
spectrum of B. Note that the r, mtrix pB(B) is nilpotent and that pB(B) =Om if 
and only if B is diagonalizabl . As a matter of fact, the subspace Ker pB(B) is 
the linear span of all eigenvectors of B. 
First, we turn to simultaneous reduction to complementary triangular forms 
for pairs of nilpotent matrices. The following theorem is a generalization of 
Lemmas 1.1 and 1.2 in [4]. 
Theorem 4.1. Let A and Z be nilpotent m × m matrices, Z ~ Ore. Assume that 
Ker ,4 C_ Ker Z + Ran Z (31) 
and 
Ker A N Ran ,4 c_ Ran Z. (32) 
Then the pair A, Z does not achnit sinzultaneous reduction to complementary tri- 
angular forms. 
In Theorem 4.1, the condition Z ¢ O,,, and Eq. (31) imply that ,4 ¢ 0,,,. 
If p(2) and q(2) are polynomials, and .4 and Z are m × m matrices, then it is 
not difficult to see that if the pair A, Z admits simultaneous reduction to com- 
plementary triangular forms, then the pair p(A), q(Z) has the same property. 
This argument provides the following corollary to Theorem 4.1. 
Corollary 4.2. Let A and Z be non-diagonalizable m × m matrices. If 
Ker pA(A) C_ Ker pz(Z) + Ran pz(Z) 
and 
Ker pA(A) fq Ran pA(A) C_ Ran pz(Z), 
then the pair ,4, Z does not admit sflnultaneous reduction to complementary tri- 
angular forms. 
Corollary 4.2 gives a necessary condition for simultaneous reduction to comple- 
mentary triangular forms. Proposition 4.3 below provides a sufficient condition. 
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Proposition 4.3. Let A and Z be m x m matrices. I f  either 
Ker pA(A) + Ker pz(Z) = C" (33) 
Ran pA(A) fq Ran pz(Z) = (0), (34) 
then the pair A, Z admits simultaneous reduction to complementary triangular 
f o r?lls. 
The subspace Ker pA(A) + Ker pz(Z) in Eq. (33) is the linear span of the 
eigenvectors ofA and the eigenvectors of Z. Since the eigenvectors of a diago- 
nalizable matrix span the whole space, it follows that Theorem 4. I is contained 
in Proposition 4.3. 
Corollary 4.2 and Proposition 4.3 lead to necessary and sufficient conditions 
for simultaneous reduction to complementary triangular forms on a special 
class of matrices; the almost diagonalizable matrices. An m x m matrix B is 
called almost diagonalizable, if rank pc(B) = 1. In other words, the Jordan ca- 
nonical form of an almost diagonalizable square matrix contains one Jordan 
block of size two, and all other blocks are of size one. The following theorem 
specifies Corollary 4.2 and Proposition 4.3 for almost diagonalizable matrices. 
Theorem 4.4. Let A and Z be a&lost diagonalizabk, m x m matrR'es. Then the 
following are equivalent: 
1. The pair A, Z admits shnultaneous reduction to comph, mentary triangu- 
lar .[brms. 
2. Kerp, l(A) ¢ Kerpz(Z) or Ranp~(A) ¢ Ranpz(Z). 
3. pa(A) is' not a scaktr multiple of pz(Z). 
The equivalence between the second and the third statement is contained in 
[5], Theorem 1.4. A somewhat different characterization f simultaneous reduc- 
tion to complementary triangular forms for pairs of almost diagonalizable ma- 
trices has been given in Theorem 2.2 in [17], which extends the main result in 
[9]. The following result states that for pairs A~,Z~ that contain an almost di- 
agonalizable matrix, we get v(A~,ZI) E {0, ~c}. 
Theorem 4.5. Let Zi be an almost diagonalizabh, ml x ml matrix, and let Ai be 
any ml × ml matrix. Let m2 be a non-negative hTteger, and define m = mi + m2. 
i f  the the pair of m x m matrices A = A! ~ Ore,, Z = Z ! ~ Ore2 admits simulta- 
neous reduction to complementa O, triangular jorms, then so does the pair A I, Zl. 
In [5], pairs of nilpotent matrices called sharply upper triangular matrices 
have been studied. The following result is an extension of Theorem 4.1 from 
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this paper. Note that an important class of sharply upper triangular matrices is 
the class of non-zero strictly upper triangular Toeplitz matrices. 
Proposition 4.6. Let 1 ~ ~, to<~mj-  1, and let A I2 be an invertible upper 
triangular (ml - ~) × (mi - ~) matrix and Zl2 be an invertible upper triangular 
(ml --to) x (mi --o~) matrix. Define the ml x ml matrices 
(0  /112) Z! = (0  ZI2) 
Al = O~ 0 ' 0,,, 0 " 
Let m2 be any non-negative integer, m = rni + m2, and consider the m x m matri- 
ces A = At • (9,,,. and Z = Zi ® (9,,,,. Then the pair A, Z admits simultaneous 
reduction to complementary triangular forms, i f  and only if  ~ + to > ml , ~ does not 
divide 09, and to does not divide ~. 
Proof. By a symmetry argument, we may assume without loss of generality, 
that ~ <~ to. First, we prove the only if part. Note that A and Z are non-zero 
nilpotent m × m matrices. If ~ + to~< ml, then Eqs. (31) and (32) hold and 
Theorem 4.1 implies that the pair A, Z does not admit simultaneous reduction 
to complementary triangular forms. Second, assume that • = 09. Then 
KerA = Ker Z, and Ran A = Ran Z. Again, Theorem 4.1 implies that the 
pair A, Z does not admit simultaneous reduction to complementary triangular 
forms. The case when to is a multiple of ~ is reduced to the case ~ = to, by 
taking an appropriate power of A. 
To prove the if part, note that the if part of Theorem 4.1 in [4] provides that 
the pair A~, Z~ admits simultaneous reduction to complementary triangular 
forms, and hence does the pair A, Z. I--1 
Proposition 4.6 implies the following theorem, which states that also for 
pairs of sharply upper triangular matrices A~,Z1, we have v(Ai,Zl) E {0, co}. 
Theorem 4.7. Let A l and Zl be nilpotent matrices as & Proposition 4.6, m2 a non- 
negative integer, and let A = A i @ (9,,,. and Z = Zi @ (9,,,,.. I f  the pah" A, Z admits 
simultaneous reduction to complenwntarv triangular forms, then so does the pair 
Al, Zi. 
We will now discuss pairs of non-derogatory Jordan Matrices. Recall that a 
matrix B is called non-derogatory, if each eigenvalue fl c a(B) has geometric 
multiplicity dim Ker (B -  fl) = 1. If ~ is a complex number, then the n × n 
matrix 
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t'0c 1 0 . . .  O~ 
J(cx, n) = 
0 ~ 1 ". . 
I Q m 
i t&  D O I ! 0 
• ". ot 1 
~0 . . . . . .  0 ~/ 
denotes the upper triangular n x n Jordan block with eigenvalue 0c. A matrix of 
the form d(~l, nl ) ~3 . . . @ J(~s, ns) is called a Jordan matrix• This Jordan matrix 
is non-derogatory if and only if the eigenvalues ~, . . . ,  ~.~ are mutually distinct. 
Consider the non-derogatory Jordan m x m matrices 
J~=J (~t ,k~)e . . .e J (~ ,ks ) ,  & =J (~t , t~)e . . .e J (~ , , t , )  (35) 
with k~,...,k~ and l~, . . . , l ,  nonzero positive integers, such that 
kt + ... + k~ = 1~ +. . .  + It = m, with ~, . . . ,  ~s the distinct eigenvalues for J~, 
and ~t , . . . ,  ~t the distinct eigenvalues for d¢. For 1 <~ p ~<s and 1 <~ a ~< t, we 
say that the Jordan blocks J(~p,kp) and J (~ ,  lo) have a diagonal overlap on 
more than one position, if the set 
l+Zk,,. . . ,  k, N l+ 
~::t : /:~ j:t 
contains more than one element. We now state Theorem 4.1 in [5]. 
Theorem 4.8. Let J~ and J~ be non-derogatory Jordan matrices. Then the pair J~, 
J~ admits simultaneous reduction to complementary triangular forms, if and only 
if J~ and J~ contain no Jordan blocks, that have an overlap on more than one 
diagonal position• 
Also for pairs of non-derogatory Jordan matrices A~,Z,, we find 
Theorem 4.9. Let At and Zi be non-derogatory ml × ml Jordan matrices, let m2 
be a non-negative integer, and define the matrices A =Al  GO,,, and 
Z = Z! • Om,. I f  the pair A, Z admits simultaneous reduction to complementary 
triangular forms, then so does the pair A l, Zi. 
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